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Nuclear Medicine in Pharmaceutical ResearchTaylor & Francis, 1999


	Huge sums of money are invested annually by the pharmaceutical industry into

	improved treatments for diseases including cancer, arthritis and AIDS. In the

	United Kingdom alone, almost one fifth of all industrial research and development

	is performed by the pharmaceutical industry, which in turn puts back more than

	one fifth of...
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Chirality in Drug Research (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Divided into the three main sections of synthesis, analysis and drug development, this handbook covers all stages of the drug development process, including large-scale synthesis and purification of chirally pure pharmaceuticals.


	The two editors from academia and a major pharmaceutical company have assembled an experienced,...
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Programming Interviews Exposed: Secrets to Landing Your Next Job (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
The pressure is on during the interview process but with the right preparation, you can walk away with your dream job. This classic book uncovers what interviews are really like at America's top software and computer companies and provides you with the tools to succeed in any situation. The authors take you step-by-step through new problems and...
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Pharmaceutical Project Management, Second Edition (Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences)Informa Healthcare, 2008


	This second edition of Pharmaceutical Project Management is published one

	decade after the first edition. What has changed over the past decade in drug

	development? Actually, a lot. The move to outsourcing has intensified and the

	successful management of relationships between sponsor and contractor is recognized

	to be a...
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Extracellular Nucleotides and Nucleosides: Release, Receptors, and Physiological & Pathophysiological Effects, Volume 54 (Current Topics in Membranes)Academic Press, 2003

	Purinergic receptors are proteins that bind ATP as their extracellular ligand. Once thought only as an intracellular molecule that provides energy, ATP is also now considered an essential autocrine/paracrine agonist that acts extracellularly within tissues and tissue microenvironments. Receptors for ATP and its metabolites, so-called...
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The Executive MBA for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2009

	All too often, a simple lack of understanding of fundamental business concepts is enough to prevent capable scientists and engineers from receiving otherwise deserved promotions. These days, technical merit and hard work alone no longer guarantee upward mobility. For scientists and engineers with aspirations of moving up the corporate ladder...
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Urological CancersSpringer, 2005

	Urological cancer constitutes approximately 30% of all cancer occurring in the Third

	and Second Worlds. In the main, these diseases are caused by environmental factors,

	such as diet and smoking, and it is hoped that action to regulate the influence of

	these environmental pathogens will lead to a decreased incidence over the next two...
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Pharmacoethics: A Problem-Based Approach (Plant Engineering Series)CRC Press, 2003


	About 20 years ago, the University of New Mexico School of Medicine (SOM)

	established a student-centered problem-based learning (PBL) curriculum

	emphasizing ambulatory care practice competencies. It was designed for small

	groups of students working together and ran parallel with their more traditional

	curriculum. The SOM...
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Insider Threat: Protecting the Enterprise from Sabotage, Spying, and TheftSyngress Publishing, 2005
I was sitting at my desk when my phone rang. I answered the phone and it was a
large pharmaceutical company who was interested in consulting services.They
started off the conversation stating that they had some problems and thought that
my company might be able to help.They had noticed a trend with one of their foreign...
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New Drug Discovery and DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A case history approach to drug synthesis and discovery    

    Discover the origins of some of the most popular drug therapies on the market today, including penicillin, Minoxidil, Viagra®, and "the pill." This guide to drug synthesis and discovery focuses on case histories. Organized by drug category, the...
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Drugs Compromising Male Sexual HealthSpringer, 2008

	This concise drug guide lists 500 substances, such as pharmaceutical drugs, lifestyle drugs, and environmental toxicants, which show documented untoward effects on the male sexual organs and their functions. All substances are listed in user-friendly alphabetical order with a uniform structure throughout the book. Each listing includes...
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Advertising and Society: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Now revised and updated to reflect the impact of emerging technologies, this new edition of Advertising and Society: Controversies and Consequences examines the evolution of advertising and its influence on society. Expanded with five new chapters covering the impact of emerging technologies, including the evolution of Direct to Consumer...
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